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TllE COURT 0F APP~~--1.5
EIGE'.rrl JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF OHIO
CUYAHOGA COUNTY

No.

27180

Plantiff-Appellee

Defendant-Appe lant

On behalf of Plaintiff-Appel1ee:

Reuben Payne,

Assistant

1560 East 21st Street

County Prosecutor

Cleveland Ohio

On behalf of Defendant-Appellant:

Louis Stokes, Esq.
2584 East 55th Street
Cleveland, Ohio

!

44104

By stipula.tion and agreement by and between Reuben
Assistant County Prosecutor, on behalf of the State of Chio, and Louis
on behalf of the defendants, Motions to Suppress the Evidence filed by the
said Louis Stokes on behalf of the defendants, John W. 'i'erry and Richard
D. Chilton, were consQlidated for the purpose of hearing on the Motions to

Suppress.
The defendants had each been indicted for the offense
of Carrying Concealed Weapons under separate indictments.
John W.

The

defendant

Terry had been indicted in the Court of Common Pleas Criminal

Branch, under case number 79491 The defendant Richard D. Chilton had been
indicted in the Court of Co:nmon Pleas Criminal Branch, under case number
79432.

Upon hearing defense counsel,

Mr.

Stokes called

Detective Martin McFadden for direct examination whereupon the said
testified as follows
By Mr. Stokes:
Q

Sir, would you state ycur name for the record?

A

Martin McFadden,,

Q.

Your occupation is what?

A

Cleveland Police Department Detective Bureau

How long have you been a police officer?
A

Oh, 39 years and four months
How long have you been assigned to the Detective Bureau sir?

A

Thirty-five

years.

witness

---

Is it 35 years as
THE WITNESS :

Q

Yes, 35

detective?

ii

years.

Now, sir, calling your attention to the 31st of October, 1963,

did

you have occasion to see one John Terry and one Richard Cnilton that day?
A

I dido

Q

Where did you first see them?

A

I first noti.ced them standing at the corner of Huron Road and

Avenue.

Euclid

That is about 13th and Euclid.

Q

I see.

A

oh,

Q

Pardon?

Q

Would you tell us what they were doing at that time?

A

At that time when I first noticed them they were standing there at

Aboutwhat

time was that, Mr. McFadden?

I imagine around 2:20, 2:25, 2:30, something in that vicinity P.M.

the corner talking
Q

Just standing there talking

A

Yes.

Q.

Was anyone else with them at that time

A

Not at that time,

no.

Where were you standing sir?
I was walking northeast on the south side of Huron Road
Q

You would have been approximately how far from the two o.f them?

!A

Well, that would be maybe, oh, maybe three or four hundred feet.
'

A

You mean the whole time that I observed them?
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Q

Well, so that I have it clear for you, after you made your first

observation, how long did they then remain where they were standing where
you first observed them?

A.

Well, one or another was in the same spot, oh, between ten to twelve

minutes.

Q

How

did you position yourself there on the street, in a standing

position, or did you continue walking?
A

No, I positioned myself in the doorway down near 14th Street on
Road.
I see, and it is

A

from

As a matter of fact, I was in the lobby of Eogoff' s.

Lobby of what, sir?
Rogoff's

Now, is it from this point that you continued to observe them for say

ten to twelve minutes?
A

That's right.

Q

Now, after this ten to twelve minute period what next occurred with

respect to these two men?

A

One would stay on the corner. The other walked up Huron Road.

Several stores up from the corner he would look in through the window

for a second or so, and then continued west on Huron Road to pretty

near

!IaJ.le Brothers.
And then he would walk down and at the same spot again he would peer
in the

window,

come down to the corner and meet the other man, and they

would talk there for a second or two.

'
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Then the other man would do the same thing .•
Th-:E

COURT:

Let me

get this straight. You are

talking about the other man twice. Were there three men?
I am thinking either of the two
men would leave one

another~

THE COURT:

You are REFERRING only to the

two

'

pa.:rties involved?
THE WITNESS:
Q

Just these two men.

How long did they continue this, Mr. McFadden, this one leaving and

then the other leaving?

Well, I would say in that ten to twelve minutes, it must have

been

least four or five times apiece.
Q

So that we understand, you first made reference to this ten to twelve

minute period?
A

That's right.
I

see.

they are leaving one another and then r8turning?
right.

L
Q

I see.

Now, after this ten to twelve minute period, then what

happened?
A

They walked west on Euclid Avenue.

Q

Together?

.A

That's right.

Q

How

A

They went to I think it is 1120 Euclid which is right opposite the

far did they go there on Euclid Avenue?

StatlerHotel, zucker's.

'

t

!.

,.

Q

Now, on their way down to Zucker's there, what manner were they

conducting themselves?
A

Like anybody else.

Q

Just walking naturally?

A

That's

Q

Then after arriving at Zucker's did

right~

i
something occur

there?

Yes, they met a white man.
Q

Do you know his name, sir?

A

His name is Katz, K-a-t-z, Carl Katz,

Q

Did

they

1!

meet him there in front of Zucker's?

A

i1

Q

After they met him what occurred?

A

After they met him?

Q

Yes, sir..
They were standing there talking to him, and I approached them.

Q

The three of them?

A
Q

lTow, how much time would you say elapsed between the time they left

14th and Euclid or 13th, wherever it was where they were standing together,
and arrived at Zucker's ls?

A

You mean in the whole time, you mean the twelve minutes combined or

just

From- the

Q

Right.

time

theyleft

the corner until they got to Zucker's

i
'
ij

- --

'i
Q

When you approached the three of them, what were the three of them

doing?

A

They were talking.

Q

To one another?

A

That's

Q

Well, when you approached them did you speak to them first or did

right.
j!

,,

they speak to you?
A

I approached them and I told them I was a police officer.

Q

You were speaking to the three of them?

A

All three of them,.

Q

W:iJl you tell us exactlywhat you said to them, DetectiveMcFadden

A

I said I was a police officer. I asked each one their name, and

gave it to me quick.

they

T got Chilton them not Chilton but Terry, and I

turned hi;n around and I stDod jn the back of them, and I searched them,

and in his upper left-hand pocket of his topcoat I felt a gun and I

ii'
'r

went

in for it and I had a tough time getting it, so I took the coat off,
I at

that time

informed them, the three of them, to keep their hands

out of their pockets and walk into the store.
When they

into the store I told them to face the wall, keep their

hands away, and on searching Chilton in his left-hand pocket of his
I found

a

gun, a r38, and searching Katz I found

topcoat

nothing~

In examining the gun, they were all loaded, both g ns were loaded.
Q

Now, taking you back for a moment to the point where you said you were

a police officer and you asked their names, did each of them give you their
names?

'

l

+
A
Q

Was this the point at which timeyou grabbed Terry and spun him around

as you described?
That's 1 s
Q

right~

Now, had you said, other than saying to them, "I am a prJlice officer

and further saying to them, "What are your names?"

Did you say anything

else at all to them before you spun Terry around?
A

No, I didn tt, but I will say this--.

Q

No,

A

All right, oka,y-

Q

Now, t,his gun that you found on Terry 1 as locatedwhere?

wait a minute you have answered my question

In his upper left-hand topcoat pocket.

q

It was not visible to you just looking at him, was it?

A

No..

Q

Did you remove the gun from his pocket?
I removed the coat and the gun.

Q

What type of gun was it, sir?

A

Q

And it was loaded?

Yes, it was.
Q

After you took the gun from bim what did you do to him?

A

I ordered the three of them into the store, Zucker's store. The

three of them went in, Zucker's Men Men's Store, 1120
Q

The three of them oteyed

your

order and went into the store?

That's right.

.

Euclid.
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Q

After they went into the store you followed them into the store?

A

That's right~

Q

Then what happened, sir?

A

At that time I told them to face the wall and keep their ha.nds away,

I then went to Chilton, and the first place I tapped I found that he had
gun, and I went in his pocket and got it...

That was a

.38 revolver.

Q

Did he have on a topcoat, also?

A

Yes,. he did.

Q

The gun Chilton had was found in his left topcoat pocket?

A

Thatts right, inside.

Q

On the inside?

A

And the other one was on the outside

Q

Wait, so I understand.

A

The coat, in the outer coat on the outside pocket.
THE COURT:

Which one of the defendants had it

on the outside pocket?

A

Terry, the first one, had it in his inside pocket of his

topcoat.

The Other fellow had it in the outside pocket of his topcoat.
Now, did you remove the gun from Chilton

Q

I

A

I sure did.

Q

What type of gun did he have?

A

He had a .38 revolver .

Q

And was it also loaded?

A

Thatts right.,

Q

Then did you proceed to search Katz?

see,

8

pocket, also?

a

A

I did.,

Q

And did you find anything on Katz?

A

I found no weapons,,

Q

Now, did you at that point say anything further to these three men?

A

Not at the time,

Q

Did you have occasion to call the Police Department?

A

I informed the store to call the Police Departmento

Q

Did the other police arrive?

A

They did.

Q

Between the time your removed this gun from Chilton, and the arrival

no.

of the other members of the Police Department did you have occasion to say
anything further to either Chilton or Terry?
A

Not.that I remember,

Q

Do you recall ever saying to them, "You are under arrest"?

A

No, I don't.

Q

Well, now, they were not free to go, were they?

A

That's

Q

So then they were placed under arrest by you, weren weren'tthey?

A

Automatically when I call the wagon they are_under

Q

I see,.

no.

s right,.

arrest~

Then in this situation you considered them to be under arrest.

When you ordered the store people to call for a wagon?

A

That's right.

Q

I see. Now, sir, as a result of the arrest of these two men that day,

has any other change other than carrying a concealed weapon been placed
against them?
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.A

You .mean at that time?

Q

As a result of your arrest.,

.A

Or since?

Q

I mean from --

A

From my arrest was there any other cleanups .made, is that what yo

mean?

Q

No, I am. asking you with reference to these two .men, your having

arrested them that day, have you pJ.a ced ·or caused to be placed any charge
against these two :men other than carrying a concealed weapon?
.A.

Me myself, no, personally no.,,
MR.

STOKES:.

I think I have no further questions,

your Honor.
THE COURT:

Mr. Payne?

CROSS-EXAMINATION OF DETECTIVE MARTIN McFADDEN

By Mr. Payne:
Q

Detective McFadden, when your attention was directed to this person

or persons at the original outset, how many persons did you observe?
A

Two at first.

Q

Now, sir, I want you again to reiterate to the Court from the moment

you first observed them what then did they do, the two persons?
A

Well, I observed them as they were walking northeast on Huron Road,

about catty-corner away from the corner on the other side of the street,
and they were, the two of them, they were standing on the corner talking.
One, as I started down to get a place to observe them, one man had left
the other man, and I noticed that as he went by this window he stopped and

looked in, proceeded again west prettynear as far as Halle 1 s, and then
coming back stopped at the same place and looked in, and then proceeded to
the corner where he talked to the man that was standing on the corner for
a second or

so.

Then that man would do the same thing.

Q

The other man would do the same thing?

A

The other man who made the first trip would stand on the corner..

.man who was standing on the corner while the other man was: making the

The
trip,

he would make the trip, and vice versa ..
Q

·Now, to the best of your recollection,

appro imately how

many

times

did you see them do that, that particular occasion.?

A

Well, I seen them do. it maybe two or three times, and then as they

were standing on the corner Q

Was the same mode of conduct engaged in, the stopping and looking

in

the window, as they did it on the subsequent occasions?
A

Thatts right.

in a window.,

THE COURT:

May I interrupt?

MR. PAYNE:

Yes.,

THE COURT:

You are talking about looking

Can you be .more specific as to what particular window 9

what particular store window?
THE WITNESS:

rom my point of view, your Honor,

the only thing I could say, it would be either the Diamond Store or
the United Airl:ines, either one of those two, from the position I
was in.

THE COURT:
Q

You may proceed.

Did they stop and look in the window each time they made the trip?

A

That's

Q

Can you tell me whether there were any other persons who came to the

right.

corner there at that time, or in that proximity of time that they were there?
A

Yes, There was a man, a white .man, short white man, came down the north

side o.f Huron Road, and came directly over to where these two men were at,
after one of them had come back, and it wasn tt half a second, and this white
man came over and talked to these two colored men, and he was there for
about a minute or so talking to them, and then he left. He went west on
Euclid.

Q

After he left, then what did these two men that you observed do, if

anything?
A

They proceeded to each make two to three trips back and forth.

Q

In the manner that you described originally?

A

That's righto

Q

Was the mode of conduct the same, did they .stop and look in the windows?

A

that'str s right.,

Q

Did they alternate?

A

That's

Q

Now, these two men that you observed doing this, are they in the

right~

courtroom now?
A

They are.

Q

Would you point them out to the Court?

A

Well, there is Chilton, the first man, and Terry the second mano

Q

All right.

Now, after they proceeded to do this on the second occasion,

after the white man left, what then did they do if anything?

1

A.

They proceeded to do the same thing two or three times apiece.

Q

after that what did they do?

A

After that they left the corner and proceeded west on Euclid.

Q

And then what happened?

A

On the south side of the street, where they met the same white man

that talked to them at the corner of Huron Road and

Euclid, they

.met him

standing in front of Zucker's Store at about 1120 Euclid.
Q

Approximately how long were they talking to this same white man

there

at that time?

A

Oh, I imagine a minute or

Q

Now, Detective McFadden, you have been a police officer how long?

A

Thirty-nine years

Q

When you observed the pattern of

two.

conductthat

you observed and have

described to us, and the length of time that you observed it, did you
consider it as suspicious activities?

MR., STOKES:

Objection.

THE COURT:

Objection

MR. PAYNE:

This is cross-examination, your

THE COURT:-

I know, but you are asking for a

sustained.

Honor.

conclusion, Mr., Payne 91
MR. PAYNE:

On the basis of his experience'

THE COURT:

The Court would have to draw the

yes.

conclusion from the facts.

Q

You have been a police officer how long?

A

Thirty-nine years.
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Q

You had observed these men for some ten to twelve minutes?

A

Thatts

Q

You observed the mode of conduct that you have described to us?

A

That's right.

Q

Did you, sir, as a police officer consider that you should investigate

right

it?

A

I sure did.

Q

What then did you do if anything when you observed them in front of

Zucker's

A

What did

I do?

Q

Yes, after they left the corner and you observed them then again in

front of Zucker's

what then did you do?

A

I stopped them and went over and talked to themo

Q

When you went over and talked to them, what did you say to them?

A

I told them I was a police officer.

Q

And then what happened?

.A

Then I said, "What is your name?" and they mumbled something and

Those were the first words I said.

turned Q

All right, they mumbled something.

Now, Detective McFadden, I would

like for you to get down from the witness stand, please.
(Witness steps down.)

Q

As you approached them; at Zucker's, allowing myself to represent

one of the .men

Officer, would you step over here? -- and the officer

representing the other .man, I would like for you to place us in the position
that the men were and that you were as you approached them,,
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A

Facing the sidewalk up against the display window, Zucker's
Up againstthe

display window?

A

And facing Euclid Avenue

Q

Were both men facing the display window?

A

That's right, the three

Q

The three men, all

A

Katz was here, Chilton was here.

Q

I will be Chilton.

A

.And

Q

The officer will be Terry.

A

Yes.

Terry was

men.

right.

here.

MR. STOKES:

Excuse me, Renben, can we have this

described in the record as you go along?
Yes.
Q

Were you facing them as we are facing now, or how?

A

I came over at an angle ,
Mr. PAYNE:

like.

May the record show and indicate

that the officer is describing the three men with their backs to a
display

window

THE WITNESS:

That's right.

MR. PAYNE:

And that he is standing at the

angle which would be to the left of the man, Terry, Iguess it is.
THE WITNESS:

Thatts right,.

THE COURT:

Let the record further.more show

it has been stated that Zucker's is at 1120 Euclid Avenue, and I
think it is on the south side of the

street.

THE WITNESS :

On the south side of the street

THE COURT:

And the display window faces the

avenue, is that correct, Euclid Avenue, on the south side of the street?

Q

THE WITNESS:

That 1 s right.

THE COURT:

And Chilton was

THE WITNESS:

Chilton was in the middle.

THE COURT:

And Terry was on the right side.

THE WITNESS:

That's

THE COURT:

Proceed.

right.

Now, I want you to demonstrate to the Court precisely and exactly

what you did, after you asked them your name and they responded something.
A

Then I pulled whatts his name over in front of

and I searched them

that is Terry.
MR. PAYNE:

Just a minute.

May the record show

and indicate the officer turned the individual represented as Terry
around.

THE
Q

~'<'I TJ\JESS:

Tb.at 1 s

right~

Now, when you turned him around I want you to show us exactly what you

did~

A

Well, I patted him down and up in here I felt
MR. PAYJ'IB:

somethi~'1g.,

May the record show that the officer

is patting on the outside of the individualo
Q

Officer, at that time did you go into the inner pockets of any of

the men, or were you patting them on the outside of their clothing?
A

I was patting them on the outside of their

.,.. 16 ...

clothing~

====

Q

And when you were patting them on the -- the man Terr}", on the ou+-.; "-d.e
0

of his clothing as you are demonstrating to us at this time, what i f

an~rthing

did you not.ice?
A

I felt a gun.,,

Q

You felt a gun?

A

Thatts right.,

Q

vJhere did you feel this?·

A

In his topcoat pocket on the inner pocket, on the inner pocket on the

Something -- I felt something that seemed like a gu.r:o

left,..hand side<;!
May the record show that the officer-

.MR. PAYNE:

in

dem~nstrating

is standing to the rear of the person being

desi~

nated as Terry, and that he was patting underneath the arms of the
person represented and designated as Terry, and indicates that he
felt something in the left breast pocket,,.

THE WITNESS :
Q

All right.

That1s right, yes 9

Upon your feeling that something which felt like a gun

cu

the left breast pocket, what then did you do?

A

I pulled the coat back, put my hand in there, and I couldn 1 t get tt:e

gun~

I felt the handle of the

Q

At any time before that, Detective McFadden, before putting your b::nd

gun~

in1 had you gone into any of the ments pockets?

A

No, I

Q

Was the only- ti..'Tle that you went into the men rs pocket after you fin1t

hadnrt~

patted them doTuJn?

A

Thatts

right~

:... l7

~

Q

Then, after putting your hand on the inside and feeling the handle,

what then did you do?
A

I tried to take the gun out of the pocket, and I couldnlt get it oct_,.

so I pulled the coat off the

man~

Q

And then what happened?

A

Then I ordered the three of them inside the store and told them to

keep their Q

When you took their coat off did you recover the object that was •. n the

pocket?

we

A

After

got in the store I took the gun out of the pocketo

Q

Then when you ordered them into the store what then did you do?

A

I told them to face east towards the wall, that would be facing e;,st,

and I told them to keep their hands up"

Q

In what manner, will you step over here, Officer, and place us or

tell us or show us how' you told them to face where ..
0

A

Tha.t woulc'J. be east.

Q

Assuming this is east, what did you tell them to do?

A

I told them to face the wall and keep their hands awayQ

Q

They had their hands up like this?

A

Yes,,.

MEL. PAYNE:

May the record show and indicate

that the officer is describing that the individuals ha.d their hancls
in the air,.
THE Vi11Tl\1ESS::

Q

Yes.,

Did they have their hands in the air or were they leaning against

anything?

A

No, they weren rt leaning against anything.

Q

Then what did you do?

A

I then searched ...- I went over and I patted --

Q

All right, I am Chilton now; show the Court what you

A

I felt an object ....,,.

Q

Show it on me, because I am representing Chilton.

A

I felt an object in his outer topcoat pocket.

Q

Did you pat him on the outside?

A

I sure did.

Q

At any time up to that point had you gone into any of the menfs

did~

pockets'?
A

I had gone ,...,,..

Q

lr<Iiith the exception of --

A

Into Terry.

Q

Had you gone into Chiltonrs pocket at any time before that?

A

No, I hadnfto

This is the first time.,
MR .. PAYNE:

May

the record show and indicate

the officer demonstrated by patting the person represented as Chi.lt:)n,,
Q

When you patted the person, when you patted Chilton did you feel

something:?
A

I did.

Q

'Where?

A

In his left-hand outer coat pocket, tnat is, of his topcoato

Q

After feeling that then what did yoµ

A

I put my hand in his pocket and I came out with a gun?

do~

,.,... 19.,..,

You may be seated, you may

MR .. PAYNE:

resu~e

the witness stand, Detective.
(Witness resumes witness chair.,)
Q

These men then were in your custody, is that correct?

A

Pardon?

Q

These men then were in your custody?

A

That's

Q

Was a police wagon called?

A

That 1 s right.

Q

Were they subsequently booked at the Police Station?

A

They were,,

Q

And were they charged iri-th the offense -- what offense, if any?

A

They were,.

Q

Of carrying a concealed weapon?

A

That's right.

Q

Officer McFadden, after these men, well, ar1ytime during your

right~

chec~:ing

of these men or in the ,police station subsequently, did you have the occasion
to inquire of these men if they were empioyed?
NR. STOKF.B :

Objection,.

MR. PAYNE:

I would like to be heard on it

before the Court rules, your Honoro

I have this thought in

The charge here is one of carrying a concealed weapon.,

mind~

The motion has

been filed for a suppression of the evidence"
MR .. STOKES:

Reuben, I am sorry.

Judge, excuse me just one moment,

I am wondering i f this argument might not take place

then out of the presence. of the witness, if you are going to argue this?
!1R« PAYNE:

Well, perfectly well, I dontt think
,__.20 -

;._.

it makes -- it is a legal point I am going to establish on the
basis of the

I don 1 t think it would have any bearing

question~

on the factual situation. Well, maybe it is better if we should
exclude him for just a

moment~

Step outside a momenta

THE COURT:

(Thereupon the witness left the courtroom.,)
The motion for suppression of

MR. PAYliTE:

the evidence has been filed.

I further direct the Court 1 s attention

to the fact that one of the escape clauses under this Statute for
the carrying of a concealed weapon is that the man is engaged in

2

legitimate business or occupation with large sums of money, and h2d
the right to carry such a

weapon~

Now, your Honor, I further submit that the question
that I have asked as to whether or not he questioned these men as
to their employment and they indicated that they had some legi ti.rn2te
employment which maybe they could take refuge i.11 the savings clause
under the concealed weapon, then they probably would not be in
violation of the law.
The second proposition, which is .m.ost important hers,
is this, that i f they have no legitimate employment or reason for
carrying the gun, then the carrying of a concealed weapon, a pistol!<
falls into that category of a breach of the peace, and, therefore,

it being a breach of the peace would give the officer every right
in the world to arrest them for the protection of society and the

co:mmunity 9
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Therefore, I submit that the question should be
allowed to be answered.,
THE COURT:

Mr,. Stokes?

MR. STOKES:

Thank you, your

Honor~

The question,

as I recall the question, your Honor, was did he after taking these
men into custody and over at the police station, subsequently have
occasion to question them regarding their employment.,.
And then counsel has advanced one of his reasons fo::·
asking such a question, the fact that these men can avail themselvsc
of that part of the carrying concealed weapons statute which relates
to

justification~

I sub.mit to your Honor, we are not now in trial.

We

are here merely on a motion to suppress the evidence, the sole
question being before this Court was the search an illegal search,
in accordance with constitutional standards, so that it then beco·n;:: s

admissible upon the trial of this matter, which will or will not
take place subsequent to the hearing on this motion.,
Now, let me advance this, he is going further unconstitutionally with this question, because we are now -

the .men have

been taken into custody, have evidently been taken to the police
station, arid we are now getting into conversation which took place
between the police officer and some men who ha.ve now 'been arrested
and have become accused men, and we do not know whether they have
been availed of the opportunity for counsel, whether they have ever
been instructed as to their legal rights, and they are about to get

+
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1nto some conversation that does not even relate to the motion
here at all<!
I say to your Honor that the question is constitutionally
wrong

twice~

Let me submit this, first of all, this

MR. PAYNE:.

witness was called as the defendantts wi.tness, and I am in the present
position of

cross~examining

the

witness~

l\Tumber two, one of the incidents of unlawful search
and seizure is the question of valid arrest, of the officer
the arrest, and so for.th, ?tcetera, and one of the very

makin~;

circumst~cc"OS

and one of the Vf?ry rules of law th2 t an officer has to .make an

arrest is as to whether or not there is a breach of the peace, ai1d i."
there is a breach of peace an officer can make an arrest and such
subsequent arrest is valid all the way,..

THE COURT:

Mr,, Payne, you must realize tha.t

·[.+·

there was a breach of the pea.ce, the breach of the peace occurred
after the

incident~

MR., PAYNE:

No, sir, that is the point and that

is the law I a.m trying to make, because I have case law on it, your
Honor.,
I.f he in effect is carrying a weapon all along, all the
time, and he has no legal right to carry that weapon, then he is ':.n
breach of the peace .whether the officer kr10ws it or not, and I can
provide the Court with cases on sucho
THE COURT:

Mr., Payne, may I ask you this,

letts assume that I have a gun in my possession, and I am walking ,·1o"'m
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the street, and an officer fpr some reason best known to himself
decides to stop and frisk me, would you say that I have committed
a breach of the peace?
l1R. PAYNE:

Yes, your Honor, that is the cases

THE Cm!RT:

I have co.m.111itted a breach of the

I have read.,

peace, only on one condition, of the stopping and the fri.sking of
meJ

of the individual,

me~

MR. PAYNE:

Your Honor, I will like to differ

with the Court in this respect ..
THE COURT:

Let me say this to you, Hr .. Payne,

be that as it may, to me the problem arises, the question of whet':.cr
or not the circumstances surrounding this situation in this case,
an officer who has had long experience 'as a detective is justifiec
based upon what he saw and observed to stop and frisk an individtL::i.L
Another question comes to my mind, in spite of the fs'::t
what counsel, }'fr., Stokes, has stated, whether or riot stopping and
frisking is a search, or whether or not there isnrt a different m"'c:.nine;,
the stopping and frisking and
Those are the
MR. PAllill:

searching~

problems~

I agree, your Honor, and I humbly

submit to the Court -THE COURT:

I think yonr questions pertaininc,,

as to the questions that were asked or interrogation by the officc::r
after he stopped and frisked them ahd found the so-called guns o:\ t, ,_;.i.r

person, I think any evidence pertaining to the questions as to
employment or other things of that nature would have to go to the
merits of the cr..arge with which these gentJ.e men are faced, if the
Court finds that the search or frisking is

lawful~

If the Court so rules, but I humbly

MR. PAYNE:

submit to the Court that in a research of cases only as recently,
some of them which I read only as recently as this morning, your
Honor, sustains .the proposition that the carrying of a. concealed
weapon falls in that kind of a category which constitutes a. breach
o.f the

peace~

THE COURT:

I am not arguing that.,.

MR.., PAYNE:

And therefore, your Honor, goes

to the. essence of a question of this problem, of this nature.,

THE

Mr., Payne, I am not arguing with

COURT~

you at all, although I am in agreement with you that it may constitute a breach of the peace,.
But we are not faced with that question, because we

are faced with an entirely different situation.,.
MR. PAYNE.:

THE

COURT:

frisking was reasonalbe or

whatever

All right, your Honor4
Whether or not this search and
unreasonable~

MR. PAYNE:

I will abide by the Court ts rnlin,.::;i

MR. STOKES::

Did the Conrt rule, how did the

~

Cou..rt rule?

===
,~

THE COURT:

I have ruled that the question

MFL. PAYNE:

All right"

THE COURT:

I have sustained your objection.

is ixn.proper"

(Thereupon the witness resumed the witness
fi1R 0 PAYNE:

stand~)

I have forgotten what my line of

questioning was.,
(.Last question was ready by the reporter .. )
By

Mr~

Payne :

Q

Detective McFadden, you recovered a

A

Pardon?

Q

You recovered a gu...n. from the person of each of these two defendanf",:;;.,

gtTil

from the person

~-

is that right?

A

That's righto

Q

The man that you recovered the guns from, the person of each of t•-;e:r.,

are they in the courtroom?
A

Yes.,

Q

Will you point them out to the Court?

A

Number tlrn man is Chilton, and number three man is Terry ..
}'IR. PAYNE:

May the record show and indicate

the 1-vitness is identifying the persons that he recovered the g'J.Ds
from.,

THE COURT:

Yes.

Q

Did you do anythmg with those guns subsequently, Detective?

A

Pardon?
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Q

Did you do anything in reference to those guns subsequentiy?

A

What do you mean by that?

Q

All right, lGt me come back to it in just a moment, Detective

·rzzzcu

McFadden.
When you first approached the men in front of Zucker rs and you
turned Terry around and patted him down, can you teJ_l us why you did that?
A

In the first plc;tce, I didnlt like their actions on Huron Road, and

I suspected

the.~

of casing a job, a stick-up. .Thatts the reason.

Q

Why did you pat them down?

A

Just to see whether they were -- to see what they had, i f they hac1

guns ..
Q

All right.,

When you ordered them into the store and you patted Chilton

dm'111, can you tell us why you patted him dow'T.17
A

The same reason I patted the first man downo

Q

Now, after recovering those guns did you check the guns out at the

police station or anywhere else?
MR.. STOKW...B:

Objectiono

THE COURT:

Objection sustained.

l1R" PAYJ\J"'E:

Your witness ..

THE COURT::

He has had himcl>

Do you have

anyt\-,~_-1g

to ask further?
MR. STOKES :

Yes, your Honor.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION OF DETECTIVE HA..RTIN McFADDEN

By Mr., Stokes:
Q

Mr., McFadden, you just said you suspected them o:f casing a job,

correct?
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A

Thatrs right.

Q

You were basing th is -

.A.

Pardon?

Q

You were basing this, suspecting them of casing a job, upon your

observations of them, sir?

A

Thatls right.

Q

Now, you had had no one come up to you and given you any infor.matiorc

regarding them, had you?
A

Nobody said anything to me.,
:MR. PAYNE:

Objection ..

THE COURT:

Objection sustained.

MR. SI'OKES:

That is all right, it was leading

and improper ..
Q

Had anyone come up to you and giv:en you any inforxr.ation regarding

these two .men?
MR. PAYNE:

I am going to object and state to

the Court :m,,v reason for objection is this is counselts 1dtness,
and therefore cross-examination would be improper.
THE COURT:

Well, he is leading him somewhat

as his own witness.,
Will you read the question?
(Last question was read by the
THE COURT:

reporter~)

You .may answer.,

A

Absolutely noo.

Q

Did you know these two men previously, sir?

- 2.8 -

A

I do not, I didnft know the men from

Q

This would include the white fellow, Officer?

A

I did not know the white man either"

Q

Now, you told Mr. Payne that in patting John Terry you felt a gun ..

Adam~

I never seen the three men

t»_~.foreo

Now, when you first had this feeling did you 1mow at this time th.'lt
this was a gm1?
A

You mean when I felt it?

Q

When you felt it from outside 0

A

Well, I had some idea,

Q

When did you first 1mow that it was definitely a gun?

A

·when I got my hand on the handle ..

Q

And at this point it was still within the coat, wasn't ui

A.

Thatrs right.

Q

Now, by patting a person down, will you tell the Court what you !'YJe.:::r1

yes~

by patting?

A

Well, I don 1 t go into their pockets.

I just -- the man is stand-;...:-cc

and I will pat him do1fil (indicating) any place on his body, just pat hi:-\9
see whether he has anything.
Q

You pat with both hands simultaneously on all parts of the body?

A

Oh yes.

Q

Prior to removing guns from bothnents coats you patted them do1-,111,

You can pat with both hands, you can pat with one hand.,

after which you removed a gun from the coats?
A

That rs right ..

Q

But when you walked up to these men and you first spoke to them you

did not know that these men had guns on them, did you?
A

Absolutely not.

.4

;._
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MR. STOKES::

Thank you, Mr. McFadden.,

THE COURT:

Anything further?

MR. STOKES:

I have nothing further of this

MR.. PAY:t-ilE :-

Nothing further.

THE COURT:

The Court would like to ask you a

witness,.

few Questions,

Mr~ McFadd~n ..

By the Court:
Q

You have mentioned about casing a place.

In ordinary language what

do you mean by casing?

A

I mean waiting for an opportunity.

Q

Of doing what?

A

Of sticking the place upo

Q

In your thirty-nine years of experience as an officer, and I believ8

you testified thirty-five years as a detective -- is that correct?
A

That's correcto

Q

Have you ever had aDy experience in observing the activities of

individuals in casing a place?
A

To be thruthful with you, no.g

Q

You never observed anybody casing a place?

A

No.,

Q

Burt you have had the experience of a detective in apprehending,

doi\ng your police job as assigned?
A

Thatts right., and observing.

Q

What caused you to be in that particular neighborhood?
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A

I am assigned to stores in the downtown, to do;.mtown stores, and

pickpockets in the downtm.m

area~

Q

How long have you been

A

Thirty years, from 14th Street to the Square.,

Q

And I presume you have had a lot of experience in that direction zvzrer

as~igned

to that area?

thirty years, is that correct?
A

That's

Q

What has been the activity in the downtovm area, particularly as to

right~

stores, pertaining to criminal activities in the past few years, has it t'een
on the up-grade, normal?
A

You .mean in the stores?

Q

Yes, around the stores, in that area?

A

Well, we have always got shoplifters o

'ifo always got thieves..

Tb.er8

are always thieves downtown, and there bas been quite a few ..
Q

What caused you specifically to be attracted to those two individuEls

at the location that you have mentioned, or let me put it to you this

way~

Supposing those two defendants here that are now in court were st;:;.nding
across the street from here, and doing the same activities that you obserYed
them on Huron and Euclid, would you have had any cause for suspicion?

A

I really don 1 t

witness, your

know~

THE COUF.T:

Anything further gentlemen?

MR. PAYNE:

Nothing furthero

MR. STOKES:

We have nothing further of this

Honor~

THE COURT:

You may step

-- 3l _,

.;'-·

down~

MR. ST O:KES:

respect to this

I f your Honor, please, we rest wj_th

motion~

MR. PAYNE:

present, your Honor.

I don 'It have any witnesses to

I do have argument that I would like to maks

to the Courto
TEE COURT:

All right.,n

Thereupon, after the hearing as above described, the Court ruled as
follows:
THE COURT:

understand

I understand your viewpoint, I ·

Nr. Stokes' viewpoint.
Gentlemen, it was suggested yesterday that brie:fs be

filed and I stated that it was not necessary, in light of the fact
that I have given this matter considerable attention to the law,
and the only question before me was to determine the facts so the
proper law can be appliedo
There is no question abou.t the facts in this case,
so I dontt think :itt is nece::;sary for me to repeat at length save "'r'.c'
except to state that the police officer of may years of service C1.r/
experience had observed the action of defendants which indicated to
him that they were casing a robbery"
There is no doubt in my .mind that the officer,

base~:.

,,_pon

his training, length of service, and experience as a police officsr and
detective, assigned in the area which he had been placed, and doi-c the
job he had been doing, had reasonable cause to believe and to sus1.,2ct
that the defendants were conducting themselves suspiciously, and soc:1e

interrogation should be made of their action.
The Supreme Court of the United States has in many c::t'.'>es
of recent years expressed itself clearly and distinctly that a geo9ri'l.l
search and seizure is in violation of the Fourth Amend.nlent illlless the
search is done with a proper warrant from the Court, or if the search
is made in connection with a lawful arrest and is
incidental to such arrest.

Henry vs.

u.s.,

conte~poraneous

361 U,,S,, 98.,

California, 374 U.;i.So 23, Mapp vs. Ohio, 367 U.,SQ

o:ind

Kerr vs.,

64.3.

There is no evidence that any warrant had been issuE:ri
for a search or frisk and I am not going to stretch the facts and

~ay

that there was a lawful arrest prior to the frisk of the defendants"

T believe it would be stretching the facts beyond reasonable compreh::nsion and foolhardy to say there was a lawful arrest, because there
wasn't, from the facts as presented.,
It has been frequently stated by the U.S. Supreme Co'crt
that a state may establish its own rules and standards pertaining t::
search and seizure so long as these rules and standards do not viDlate
the substance and spirit of the Fourth Amendment..

It would certa'lrly

follow that the same rule would apply to the problem of

11

stoppinq; and

friskingu of an individual by a police officer where the facts just Uy,.
In the case of Kerr vs,, California,

court pronounced::

it.a

374 u.s" 23, the

state is not ·precluded from developing worb:1::1e

rules governing searches to meet the practical demands of effective
criminal i.."lvestigation and law enforcement that does not violate the
constitutional standards of what is reasonable search and seizureQn

~

;:-
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Our courts in Ohio have on many occasions expressed that:
a police officer has the right to stop a suspicious person for the
purpose of interrogation 0

Therefore, can it be said that the fris':tng

of said person by the officer for the purpose of his own safety is a
standard set by our State that is violative of the Fourth AmendiP-eut,
or is it a proper guidance to meet the practical demands of effect-)_vs
criminal investigation and the safety of the officer pe:rf or.ming his
sworn duty?

This Court believes that it is the latter view that W'.:ldd

be prevailing and that such conduct would not be held· as a violatio11
of the Fourth Amendment.,
We cannot forego and forget that police officers have a
job to do, and they must do the job in connection with crime whid:
has been on the increase.
At the same time a police officer cannot -- as far as
this Court is concerned -- and will not be permitted to stop and fr:i sk
an individual simply because h.e has a suspicion, a mere suspicion,
u.~less there are reasonable circw~stances justifying a frisk.

This Court believes there is a distinction between
stopping and frisking, and search and

seizure~

A search is primarily for the purpose of trying to :JLtain
evidence in connection with the commission of a crime, that the lYJ}ice
officer may reasonably believe that a crime has been committed or
might be committed,.
A frisking is strictly for the protection of the off~certs
person and his life,.
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There was reasonable cause in this case for the

off·'.c~:r,

Detective McFadden, to approach these individuals and pat them.
approached them, and for his mm protection frisked them.
go into their pocketso

~Ie

He did riot

Had he gone into their pockets and obtainsd

evidence, as an example, narcotics or illegal slips, there would Le
no question of an illegal search and

seizure~

He merely tapped them about the outer part of their
bodies to determine if they had any weapons or guns, for his mm ·,:,e·".'sonal r;irotection, and by doing so he discovered that two of the

t:1~~ee

individuals had concealed guns, and the guns are the fruit of the
frisk, and not of a search.,

In the case of People vs. Rivera (7/10/64) decided

"i:r

New York Court of Appeals, U.,&., Law Week July 28_, Volume 33, No .. L,
the court stated that a policeman has the authority to stop and q ;Pstion
1

a suspect.,

11

Pro.mpt inquiry into suspicious or unusual conduct is an

indispensable power in the orderly government of large urban comnmn-"_ties.n
T4e frisk is essential to the stop for without the J.atter
the answer to the police officer may be a bullet, and a loaded pist.;l
discovered during the frisk is

admissible~

In the case of People vso Martin, 46 California, 2nci 5
106, the court similarly upheld stop and frisk by an officer, and the
court in effect stated the security of public order and lives of tre
police are to be weighed against a minor Lncomrenience and petty i!-,dignity14
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I may say at this time, I am a great believer of the
personal rights propounded by our Supreme Court, reiterated and reaffirmed, neglected over the years, and given to us under the

Fo~ct.h

.A.m.endm.ent, the Fourteenth .Amend1nent, and other amendments of the

-~

o.S.,

and State Constitutions.
But police officers in a community also have rights
under the Constitution, and rights given to them by virtue of the5.r
office, and one of their rights as ::{: have indicated is the right
the circumstances justify and there is a reasonable su.spicion,
for his own personal protection, to stop the individual or

1

·',CIJ.

an<~

indivicu~ls

and not search, but to frisk, to determine if there are weapons for
his own personal safety; and findi.ng the weapon by frisking is the
fruit of the stop and frisk, in the same relation that the courts
refer to the fruits of the crime on a search and seizure.
vs. State,

43 O,.S. 340. Clark vs,. DeWalt, 6S

O.L".A,.

Ballard

203,,

I believe and I reiterate again that search and seLure
law cannot be applied in this particular case, although Hr. Reuber: :-ayne
endeavored to show there was a lawful arrest, but the Court cannot
agree.

If there was an arrest it came subsequent to the frisk.

But as I have stated, and I repeat again, there is a
distinction between a frisk and a search and seizure.
This matter is of great importance and of great concc::,n,
and I certainly hope that counsel will endeavor to have this questicin
determined by the Appellate Courts:, for it is most desirable that •rn
have clearness with respect to this problem and that police offictrs
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know what they may do and can do in a stop and frisk matter ...
The .motion in each case is overruled, and exception
to the defendantso

It is so ordered.

The Court then called the case of the State of Ohio vs. John

r.:r. Terry,

Case No~ 79491, for trial, the defendant, Richard D. Chilton, having al2.::.; had
a separate trial,,

Whereupon, Mr., Stokes, on behalf of the defendant, J:::;hn

W. Terry, renewed his Motion to Suppress filed herein, which motion was
overruled by the Court.

!'fl"..r. Stokes then entered a plea of ttnot guiltyH on

behalf of said defendant, John W. Terry.
Mr. Payne and 1fl..r .. Stokes then entered upon a stipulation on behalf ·Jf
the State and the defendant as follows:
llli..

PAYNE:

If it please the Court, there is a

stipulation between counsel for the State and counsel for the defendant,
that all of the testimony which has previously been given in the

cci~,;e

of the State of Ohio vs. Richard D. Chilton by Detective McFadden 7
the arresting officer here, may be fully incopporated into the case of
John

w.

Terry as though it was fully testified to from the stand n.rder

oath; with the additional stipulation to the Court that after Detec":.ive
McFadden observed these men :Ln. front of the area of the Diamond

st:,:;.·e,

or Airline Office, and after they had left that area and gone to the
area of Zucker 1 s on :Euclid Avenue, that he apporached them, asked for
identification, in which something was said by each of them, at whj ch
time he then turned the defendant Terry around, patted hi.'11 dow"'D,

7c~i~ry

having on an overcoat and a suitcoat, and in patting him down felt an
object in the upper region of the left breast pocket;
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That thereupon feelmg the object which felt in the
nature of a weapon, that he reached

m

under the overcoat

mto

the

upper breast area pocket of the coat, inside pocket of the coat,
your·Honor, and ramoved from the inside pocket of the coat a revolver containing a clip, and seven

sh~lls,

which will be marked r-or

purposes of identification as State 1 s Exhibit 3o
(State 1 s Exhibit 3 was marked for identification
by the reporter.)

THE COURT:

It may be received.

MR. PAYNE:

I haventt finished the stipulatbrc,.

MR. STOEE:S:

Go ahead"'

MB.• PAYNE:

That it may be received

THE COURT:

Well, I am a little ahead of

J!.'iR .. PAYNE:.

Well, it is offered into evidence,,

~-

myse~_f,,.

and there is an objection by counsel for the defense as to its
into evidence~

adr..~;..Fsion

There is an objection by counsel for defense as to its

ad.mission which we will ask the Court to rule on in view of the sti)u'""'
lation as to the other

facts~

It is further stipulated that the officer would test.L""'"T
that the weapon was concealed in the i...11side pocket of Terry, that

:-,e

removed the same, and that subsequently the defenda.'1t Terry was arr23ted
and charged with the offense of carrying concealed weapon, which he is
on trial here for at this time; and that the offense was committed
fa the State of Ohio, County of Cuyahoga, and GHy of Clevelandc

THE COURT:

As testified by Detective McFadden'.?

MR. PAYNE:

~es,

as testified by Detective HcYa.JJeno
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MR. STOKES:

We will.. enter into those

which have just been enunciated by
THE COURT:

~rq

stipulat:~o;-,s

·

Payne, your Honoro

But you are objecting to the intro-

duction pf 5tate 1 s Exhibit 3?
MR.

STOKES~

Yes, thatrs correct.,

Is it J....A, t':.lG?

MR. P:B:YNE.:

I just marked it all Exhibit 3o

MR. STOKES!

I see.

THE COURT:

The Court will accept the stipulat.icn

as agreed to by counsel for defendant Terry,,

And the Court at th~_:;

time will accept into evidence Statefs Exhibit 3., which constitutes the

revolver and the seven bullets,,.
JVJR. PAYNE:

And the clip,.

TifE COURT:

And the- clip..

MR .. STOKES:

Yes, your Honor,.

MR. PAYNE:

With those agreed stipulations, Y·''-'l'

You may have your

exception,.

Honor, having been entered into, the State would rest its case at

t~~is

time 11
The testimony given by Detective McFadden in tha case of the State c.f
Ohio vso Richard D. Chilton which related to John W., Terry is as follows:
DIRECT rruuNATION OF BARTIN HcFADDEH
By Mr,,. Payne:
Q

Will you state your name, please?

A

:Martin J,. McFadden 0
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Q

Where are you employed?

A

Cleveland Police Department, Detective Bureau.

Q

How long have you been so employed?

A

39 years and four months, a little over four months.

Q

Directing your attention to on or about the 31st day of October,

1963, do you recall what your assignment was on that day?
A

Well, I am assigned to stores and pickpockets in the downtown

Q

Were you so assigned on that day?

A

I

Q

Do you remember your hours of duty, sir, on that date?

A

Well, it would either be ,,,,_ 9 to

Q

Now, Detective McFadden, did you have the occasion to participate

arec~

was~

5:30,

quarter to six.

Store hoirs,..
~;_n

the investigation of the matter before the Court?
A

I did.,

Q

Will you tell us where, when, and approximately what time did you

first come into the investigation of this matter?

1963, about

A

On October 31J

2~30 P,..M~, at Huron Road and Euclid.,

Q

While you were at Huron Road and Euclid Avenue, can you tell us wh;;t

i f anything you observed?

A

I was walking northeast on the south side of Huron Road, and appr::c-i-

mately 3 to 400 feet away from the corner on the opposite side of the

;::--:~:-;Et

I saw two men standing at the corner of Huron and Euclido
As I was walking dmm I observed one man leave the other man at t'.-::c
corner, and walk up, that is, southwest on the north side of Huron Road.
As he passed either the United Airline or the Diamond Shop, whir:b

-Ls

right next door, he stopped for a second and then continued a couple of c1oors

~
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dov-.TD., that is, west, and he come back and he did the same thing.

He ca:r.e

back to the rnano

In the meantime I positioned myself at Rogoff 1 s which is about two
doors from the corner from ll+th on Huron Road.,

There is a restaqre>.nt on '.:me

corner -- or a restaurant and then Milgrim 1 s and then Rogoff 1 s ..
I watched these :inen.

I seen them each make three to four trips up

Huron Road, and between one of these trips a white man approached them on.
the corner and stopped and talked with them for a minute or so, and theD \:s
walked, left them and walked west on

Euclid~

These two men then proceeded to go throng h the same routine and gc :i_'1.z
up Huron Road,

ma..~ing

the stop_,· going a couple of doors do'i;in, and then

back and ma_l.cing a stop a second or so

m front of either of these two

c-:>-:;e

win:'ows,

and then when they left this corner, after they both had made several tr~~s,
a couple of trips, three or four trips
Q

All right..

Hold it right there, Detective,,

One of the men that

.making these trips, is he in the courtroom now?
A

Yes.

Q

Will you point him out to the Court?

A

Chilton, the man behind Mr .. Stokes.
l'IB. o PAYNE:

May the record show and indicate

the :witness is identifying the defendant in this case'?

THE COURT:

The record may so showo

Q

Did you subsequently learn his name?

A

Yes, I learned his

Q

And what did you learn his name to be?

name~

V"'"

A

Richard Chilton.

Q

Is that the same man that you observed on the day in question as :·0·1

just described?

A

It is1>

Q

Now, did I understand you to say, Detectj_ ve, that the two men ther:

left the corner?

A

Thatts right.

Q

Where did they proceed to?

A

They proceeded west on Euclid on the south side of Euclid Avenue.,

Q

What then did you do if anything, what happened there?

A

At about 1120 Euclid Avenue they saw this white man standing in

f~~nt

of Zuckerfs Store, and they went over and they were talking to M_m.
Q

Was this the same man that had talked to them previously, when you

were observing the.!fi?
A.

Absolutely the same mano

Q

ii\.That then did·you do, if anything?

.A

I t11en -vrnnt over and I informed them that I was a police.man, and I

asked each one their name, and they muttered something, I just ca..n. 1 t rs:"' 11

what they said their name

was~

And I turned -- he was the third, he was the further one west stancj_ng
up agai..nst the window, Terry, and I pulled him in front of me and I taD!.C
him. down and I felt ....._

Q

You tapped Terry down?

A

That's right.

Q

When you tapped Terry dovm what do you mean by tapping him down?
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I just went over his clothing on the outside, just tapping hirI, tc

A

see wthether he had any weapons, to see

he had any

weapons~

What happened as a result of that?

Q

A

whe~her

I felt a weapon in his outer topcoat pocket, lefthand upper pocket,

1

inside.

Q

What then did he do, if anything?

A

I put .my hand in there and felt thegun, the handle of the

gtL.~c

I tried tci get it out and it stuck, so I took the whole coat off ~r
himo.
I then put him in front of me and ordered the other tt-ro men into

Zucker 1 s Store, where I informed them to face east with their hands up,,
I then went over and searched Chilton.
Q

Will you tell us how you ..,._ you used the word searched -- ·will ye'

tell us how you searched hLrn.?

A

. Pardon me, I should have said I tapped him down, too, and then I

~·,:it

that gun ..
You say you_ tapped him down; did you tap him down or did you searer,

Q

him?

A

I tapped him dm.m. first and then searched

Q

All right.

him~

Now, will you tell us what you mean by tapping him

dowr:~

.agairi?
A

Just feeling on the outside of his clothing.

Q

As a result of fe_eling on the outside of his clothing, what if anyt'·,ing

did you discover?
A

I felt a gun in his left-hand topcoat pocketo
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Q

And upon feeling that object, what then did you dG if anything?

A

I put my hand in his pocket and pulled out a

Q

And this was from whom?

A

From Richard Chiltono

MR. PAYNE:

~38

caliber

revolver~

Let the record show that the witnes?

is pointing to and indicating the defendant Chilton at this time.
THE COURT:

The record may so show.

(State 1 s Exhibit 1 was marked for identification by the reportero)
Q

Detective McFadden, handing you what has been marked for purposes

o~

identification as Stater-s Exhibit 1, can you identify State's Exhibit H

A

Yes, this is the gun that I took out of Chilton's pocket.

~

And where was this gun?

A

In his outer pocket, that is, he had a topcoat on, and it was in the

left-hand pocket of the outer pocket of his

topcoat~

Q

Could you see the gun at any time before you patted him down?

A

No, sir'CI

Q

Can

you tell me what was the condition of the gun in respect to bc""r,g

loaded or unl0aded at the time that you removed it from the defendant 1 s r':;cket.,
:MR. STOKES:

Pardon me.

If your Honor, please

may I show an objection to all questions pertaining to this gun, r
continuing objection.
THE CODRT:

I thought you were going to objed

to what might be c,onsidered a leading question, but in light of t}:e
fact that you are not objecting to that phase of it, but you are
making an objection to all questions pertaining to this gun -- is
·that correct?

'.

l -

MR. STOKES:

Yes, your Honor.

THE COURT:

A continuing objection?

MR. STOKES:

Yes.

THE COurt.T :

Let the record so show, and the

objection is overruled.

MR. PAYNE:
Q

Fine.

I am sorry, your last response to my question, do you recall the

question?

THE COURT:

Read the question.,

(Following question was read by the reporter:)
ncan you tell me what was the condition of the gun in respect

to.being loaded or

unlo~ded

at the time that you removed it from

the defendantts pocket'?n
A

Loaded,.

Q

Handing you what further will be marked as State's Exhibit 1-A,

c20

you identify Statets Exhibit l"".'A?
A

These are five pellets.
!•JR. STOKES:

A

Objection to this also, your Honor.

These are the five --

MR. STOKES:

And a continuing objection to this

THE COURT:

Your objection will be noted for V>e

exhibit I>

record, that it is a continuing objection, as to the gun and what.
contained in the gunl>
MR.. STOKES:

Yes, your Honor.
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w0s

THE COURT:,

Objection overruledo

You may

have your exception.
Q

ifihat are State's Exhibit 1-A?

A

These are pellets folilld in the guno

Q

After finding State's Exhibit 1 and 1-A, what if anything did you 60

with respect to the defendants?

A

I then went over and tapped the third man down who was Karl Katz,

;ut

I found no weapons.

Q

Then what did you do, if anything?

.A.

I kept them there with their backs turned toward me until I received

help.,

Q

Did you consider them under arrest at that time, officer?

11

I sure did.

Q

Was the defendant subsequently charged with the offense of carr-yin 2°;

As a matter of fact, I told them to call the wagon ..

a concealed weapon?

A

Yes, sirl'

Q

On the street you tapped down

T~rr'J

and found the pistol and there ;.:Du

asked them to go into the store, is that right?

A

Yeso

Q

Then you patted down or tapped dawn Richard Chilton, is that corr' c -:.:.?

A

Yes.

Q

Can you tell us why you tapped dmm Richard Ghil ton';
MR. STOKES:

Objection.,

THE COURT:

It has already been testified to

the tapping down of Richard Chiltonq
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to

EGE

Objection is sustainedo
Q

Detective McFadden, after finding the weapon on the person of Rid«sTd

Terry, you then
TRE COURT:

Richard who?
I am sorryo

MR. STOKES:
Q

Chi1ton.

After finding the weapon on the person of Job..n Terry, you asked a11

the defendants to go into the store, is that correct?

A

Thatts right.

Q

Can you tell the Court what was in your mind when you tapped dovm

Richard Chilton?
MR.

STOIBS:

THE COURT:
Q

Objection.
Objection sustainedo

Did you tap Richard Chilton dovm for the purpose of ascertaininG

whether he had any weapons on his person?

Q

Q

~es

:MR. STOKFB:

Objectiono

THE- COURT:

Objection

or no?
sustained~

Detective McFadden, the store that you took Richard Chilton into, "s

that in the city of Cleveland, County of Cuyahoga, and state of Ohio?
A

It is.
MR.. PAYNE:

Your witness.

CROSS EYJ\.MlJiIATION O:F' DETECTIVE r'1AR'J'IN McFADDEN
B;T Mr. Stokes:

Q

Detective McFadden, October 31st at._ 2:30 P .M. was broad daylight J

wasntt it?
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A

That 1 s righto

Q

And the area in which you saw these men at 2:30 that afternoon

w2~

literally filled with people, wasn it it?

A

~ell,

I wouldnlt say it was filled with people.

It isn't like

b8"':-~v

down on the Square_.
I would say_there were people down there, but on that particular

T

..L

couldntt tell youo
As a .matter of fact any day you never find the mlmber of people ttere
that you would downtown, that is, down in the west end of the Square, arc,md
the Squareo

Q

Well, with relation to that particular area that day, what was ths

situation with respect to pedestrians there?
A

Oh, I wouldn 1 t say there would be many,,

Q

Well, can you give u.s some estimate as to about how many people ycu

would say were in and around that vicinity as pedestrians'?
A

Well, if I would give you the number of people, I don 1 t know

I would be lying or telling you the trutho

whetbi=.~·

I wouldn 1 t lmow exactly how

~;1any

people were there.

Q

At any rate, this particular area is flooded with stores, isn 1 t it,

there are plenty of stores in that particular area?
A

Thatts right.

Q

There are people going in and out of those stores at that hour of d'J-?,

. with a great dea._1- of frequency, aren 1 t there?
A

Can I answer that question in my own way?

Q

Yes, surely.

A

You know, those stores extend, this particular section, they extend,

there are doors on the

~-1uron

Road side and there are doors on the Eucli<' ::·ide<>

There is a lot more people go in through the Euclid Side that there i9
through the Huron Road side, of any of these
Q

stores~

At any rate, we are talking about the area where you s2w these men :'t

Huron and Euclid at 2:30 in t..he afternoon, and my question is this, werenrt
there other people on the street?
A

Yes, there were some, a few people on the street, yes, naturallyo

Q

Mow, when you first i:;aw these two men, there was nothing unusual

about two colored men standing on the corner talking, was there?
A

!Joo

Q

Whe.i.1 did you first draw the conclusion that their actions were unn:;,_,s.l?

A

Well, when I saw them standing on the corner, and I was on the o:ppe>site

side of the street walking towards the direction, that is, towards where they
were at, they were talking.
I walked sl01'1' and then I obserYed the one leave the other and w"alk up,
as I was walking down, and I noticed him peer into a window, go by, come
back, and do the same thing, and then I walked a little bit faster and

1;.:: 1·.>t

to the Rogoff Store which as I said is about the third store from the c:oTr•.c::r
of 14th Street, and that is where I observed them more~

Q

Well, at what point did you consider their actions unusual?

A

Well, to be truthful with you, I didn 1 t 1ike them.

I was .just attracted

to them, and I surmised that there was something goL"'lg on when one of

c,ePr:1

left the other one and did the walking up, walk up past the store and st:i_, ·ped
and looked in and came back againc
When he come back, then I observed the other man doing the same thing,,
Q

Well, would this be a fair statement, then, that it was at this p::d.'..!t

then that you decided you ought to watch them further?

A

Well, I will be truthful with you, I will stand and watch people or

walk and watch people at many intervals of the day.
Some people that don rt look right to me, I will watch them.
Now, in this case when I looked over they didn't look right to me ::-;t
the time ..
Q

So this was your purpose then for watching them because they jl'st

didn 1 t look right to you-?
.fl

I get more purpose to watch them when I seen their move.mentsQ

Q

You didntt know either one of these men, did you?

lt

I did not"

Q

And no one had furnished you any information with respect to these

two men, have they?
A

.Absolutely no information regarding these UiTO men at all..

I am teE ing

the truth when I say thato
Q

I believe you, J:!Ir. McFadden.,

Now, you canlt tell us, can you, whEt'•er

when they walked over as you described
A

'When they walked over where?

~

To either United Airlines or the Diamond Shop, which store they

W'::.:-,:;

actually looking into?
A

No, I canrt, to be truthful with you, noo

It was either one of th:;::::r:;

two.,

Q

And at no time did either one of them enter either one of those st~Jres,

did they?
A

No, noQ

- so . .

w

Q

Now, how long a period of time did you observe them there at Huron

and l4th?
A

Oh, I ix11agine around twelve or fifteen minutes, something in that

vicinity, ten to fifteen minuteso
Q

During this time how many trips would you say each of them made

:?.1.-101.~r

from the corner over to the two stores you have referred to?
A

Oh, I would say about four trips, three to four trips_, maybe fon:c -so

~ive,

I didntt count

Q

Are you talking about each person?

A

Well, between them, between the two of them, maybe half a dozen

them~

maybe a little more, it might be a little

less~

tr~ ;.'S:;

I dontt know, I didntt

count the trips.
Q

These trips would be a matter of this fellow walking over, lookinc

into each one of these stores, you dontt know which --

A

That 1 s righto

Q

,.__ and then walking back to where the other stood, is that correct.'?

A

Thatts right.

Q

There was nothing unusual about their dress, was there, their

A

No.,

Q

And both men had on topcoats?

A

That! s righto

Q

Were they wearing a hat?

A

To be truthful with you I eon f.'t remember o

Q

Now, when you saw this white man come over and talk to the two of t:-1em,

there at the corner of Huron and 14th, did you know this white man?
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appe:,:~:s.nce?

JI

A

No, I didntto

Q

You had no information with reference to this white 'llBn?

.A

No information on ap;ything that I -- on anything that I seen, anyt.':;ng

that I seen I had no information whatsoever on.,
Q

Now, you have des:cribed their leaving Huron and Euclid and walkinf

west on Euclid?
A

Thatts right.

Q

Was there anything unusual about the manner in which they walked d::ivn

Euclid?
A

No, they walked in a natural gait ..

Q

And how long would you say it took them to get from the point wher-2

they were at Huron and Euclid down to Zuckerts?
A

Oh, I imagine it would take a minute,,

Q

Mow, was this white fellow already standing in front of Znckerts

v;1<"'n

they got there?
A

That's right"'

Q

You had left your spot at Rogof.ft:s, is that it, where you were

st~:nc1fri_g

in the doorway?
A

Yes, when I come across the street"'

Q

And you were following behind them now?

A

Yes, but I run a.cross the street,.

Q

You ran across the street?

A

Thatts right.

Q

But they were walking?

A

That1s right, and then when I -- I walked about 20 feet, maybe 2)

feet behind them.,

Q

How long were they standing in front of Zucker 1 s talking to this

white person when you went up to them7

A

I couldn't _be between -- between a minute and two minutes, rn.2y1:<~ 2-e;3s

than thatR
Q

I couldntt say.

C~ you describe for us the manner in which the three men were sta~idi.ng

in front of Zuckerts?
A

The white man was at the easterly end of the display windm'fq

was in the middle.,

Chil~.:,cm

...lffid the other man 1 ·Terry, was on the west side of CLilton.,

Q

The three of them were just standing there talking?

.A

That's right.,

Q

You were in plai...r1 clothes that day, werenlt you·?

A

That's

Q

By plain clothes we mean in regular dress?

A

That's right.,

Q

When you identified yourself as a police officer, did you take c _1t

correct~

1

your·badge?

A

No, I did

Q

In what manner did you identify yourself as a police officer?

A

I said,

Q

But you showed no identification?

A

No, I showed no identification..,

Q.

After saying,

not~

ur am a police officer,.tt

nr

am a police officer, tt what did you next say to t

"'<:~e

men?

A-

I said, well,. t'lffoat is your name, your name and your name? 11 and t~,•7

mUliJ.bled something~

I dontt remember what the names were thay they mumb"Jed ..
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They said something but I donrt recall what it was at that time.,

Q

Then what is the very next thing that was said or happened?

A

The next thing I took Terry and put hirn in front of me,

a~.d

we wer.s

both facing the other two men.
Q

By taking Terry and putting him in front of you, did you have to put

your hands on him?

A

Yes, I did.,.

Q

Would it be fair to say that you grabbed him with both of your

would that be fair?
A

Well, I wouldntt say,,

like that and grabbed him.

I just put him -- I dontt say I went at hir«
I just took him and put him 1J1 front of r.ie"

Q

But in doing so you had to touch him with both your hands?

A

I imagine I touched him with both of my himds, thatls right ..

Q

What you actually did, you completeJ:-y reversed his position that

'.:<:~

was standing in, because you turned him around as to have his ba.ck to y':>1''"?
A

Thatts right#

Q

Then you say you tapped him dm-m?

A

ThaVs right.

Q

By tapping him down, do yon meap that you patted on and about his ;.:ccly

with your hands?
A

On the outer part of· his body, on the outer part of his clothing"

Q

And when you felt this weapon, you than removed his coat from his kdy,

didntt you?
A

No" sir, I did not.,

I put

nw

han.d L.11 and I felt a hax1dle of a we8;J:::>n,

and I couldn 1 t get the weapon out of the inside pocket, and I took the c J:<.t

off.,

7777777'.

Q

You removed the coat from Terryls body, didn 1 t you?

A

That ts right, that ls right9'

Q

Now, all of this is taking place out on Euclid Avenue?

A

Thatts right 9

Q

With people passing by?

A

Well, naturally,,.

Q

Now, when we talk about Zuckerts Store, we are getting close to

~r::..n:.h

and Euclid, arentt we?
A

Well it is about 1100, 1120, well, i t is a little distance fr01n

N~.'.ii::.h

Street~

Q

That is a pretty heavily populated area, isn't it, sir?

A

Euclid and Ninth, yes.

Q

Now, did you ask them to go into the store, or did you order them :L:to

the store?

A

I ordered them into the store.,,

Q

As a result of your order, did these men follow your order?

A

They did..,

Q

Now, had you at that point drawn your gun?

A

No.

Q

At that point, had anyone been placed under arrest, and by that p0int

I had it handy.

I have in .mind these three men being ordered into Zuckerrs, at that point
had anyone been placed under arrest by you?
A

Before I made the second search, when I entered that store, I i.nf •-····~ej

.,,.,.. I hollered out to the man in the store, ncall the wagon"tt
to say that they were under arrest.,,

That was

'.Ol :.Ju~h

Q

When did this occur now?

A

Pardon?

Q

When did this occur?

A

'When I first.brought the men, when they first went in there, after

=

got the first gun and I ordered them in, and at that ti\"le when I was go~-"2:
in,, as soon as I told the!D. to face east and put their hands out, I told

him to call the wagon before I made the second search,.

Q

This.is after you had searched Terry but before you had searched

Chilton and Katz?
JY.!R. PAYNE:

Objection..

THE COURT:

What is your objection?

1'1R. PAYNE:

My objection, your Honor, is that

Just a minute,,

the testimony of Detective McFadden described on direct exa.rninatic>';
was that he tapped them down.,

My objection is to the use of the

terminology~

THE C01JRT:

He described what he had stated,

the Detective sort of interchanges the word

1-ffi. PAYNE:

ly~--:.

searching~

I am aware of that, and I do want ,_,,-;

keep the record straight since the officer
THE C01JRT:

The Court is awareo

1'1R. PluNE:

I aclmowledge to the Court that bs :1as

used them interchangeably~

THE COURT:

The Court is aware of how he

descr~l:_,,c,d

it, and I am fully aware that the Detective feels a search and a t-1;•0L'1g
can be used

;·-

interchangably~

The Court has a different

feeling~

MR. STOKES:

I have this statement, that he tarr·ed·

him down first and then searched him.
Has a ruling been made?
J:IR.. PAYN:E.:

I think he was waiting on an

aff~.Tcctive

ruling on the objection your Honor9
THE COURT:

Well,

MR. STOKES:

May we have the question read back,

THE COURT:

Read the question"'

th~

objection is overruled,,

please?

(Following question was ready by the reporter:)
trThis is after you had searched Terry but before
you had searched Chilton and Katz?n

A

Are you referring to the call for the wagon, are you referring to the

arrest?
Q

Yes, the arrest.

A

When I entered the store, after the search was made and the gun fc>unCI.

on Terry,· when I entered tne store I informed them to call the wagon ..
Q

Well, by calling the wagon, what do we understand that to .mean to

you?

A

It means an arrest"'

Q

Whom were you arresting?

A

I am arresting the whole three of

Q

Detective McFadden, you testified approximately a week ago in this

them~

very courtroom before this same judge on a motion to suppress, didn 1 t you,
sir?

A

Thatrs

Q

And at that time do you recall that I asked you this question, and

right~

you gave this answer, n.A.t what point did you consdier them to be under
arrest?rt

.And you said,

11

When I ordered the wagon, 11 didnlt you?

A

Thatts right.

Q

Do you recall that you testified in that matter that you told the

store people to order the wagon after you had searched Chilton and Katz
up against the wall in Zuckerts Store, do you recall that testimony, sir?
A

I dontt remember.,,

0

Well, do you recall that in that testimony you said after enterin:-; the

store you ordered the three men up against the wall?
A

Yes$

Q

Do you recall that you said, ur then patted Chilton down, and I felt

a gun in his left topcoat pocket and I reached in his pocket and took the
gun out_, 11 do you recall that?
A

Thatrs

Q

You said, ttI then searched Katz and I found nothingn?

A

Thatfs right.'-'

Q

n1md that at this point I ordered the W{1gon, 11 do you recall that?

A

I don 1 t recall.

right~

I, re.member saying something about calling the wac·'xt,

but whether it was at that point or whether it was at the other I don it
recall~

But I remember distinctly when I went in there, after I got that
gun and got those men in there, I told them to call the wagono
It would be a natural thing for me to do, I got three menc
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Q

Well, you tell the Court as you walked through the door and you s2i--:1.,.

ttOrder the wagon,n and as you further say you were then arresting Chilton,
Terr-y and Katz -A

What were Ghilton and Katz being arrested for?

MR. PAYNE:

I am going to enter an objection

at this time, your Honor!t
THE COUR1':

What is the basis for your objecti':ln?

MEL PAYNE:

As a matter of law, your Honor, I

think the subsequent following of this matter will show that these
men were arrested initially and charged with investigation and then
to carrying concealed weapons.,
THE COURT:

Let me ask Counsel this

question~

When an officer stops an individual based upon suspicion, suspiciu:.1s
circumstances, and detains him, at that particular moment 1.sn t t

t~·::."'.:,

in itself an arrest?
MR. PAYNE:

Are you asking that question of

THE COL'RT:

Yes ..

MR. PAYNE:

Yes, your Honor.

THE COURT:

So it does not make any difference

as to what the. officer says as to point of time of the arrest,

:ric';

be~.-" •1se

that is merely a statement on his part, isn 1t that correct?
MRo PAYNE:

ThRt is true, your Honor.,

I ha VP. c '.)

problem with that whatsoever 8
THE COURT:

In light of the fact that there

i-k";-r;

been some questions elicited by you, I have permitted :Hr. Stokes t0

continue with his questioning, and the Court is fully aware of the
situation as to what the law is in that connection.

Even the offie:c-:r

seems to be expressing his viewpoint as to point of time of the arY'f'"St.,
HR. PAYNE:

I make my objections for clarific2tion

of the record, your Honor, so I abide by whatever the Court's ruling
is.,

THE COURT:

l1ro Stokes'" you may continue.

MB.. STOKES:

Read the

question~

(Following question was read by the reporter:)
t1'What were Ghilton a.nd Katz being arrested for?n
A

Association.,

Q

Is that your complete answer, sir?

A

Well,· they were found in comparry with a man with a revolver ..

Q

So then atthat point they were being arrested for association?

A

They were being arrested, yes,

Q

Do you know of any charge UJ."1.der Ohio Law entitled nAss ociation11 ?

this question.

period~

MR. PAYNE:

I .must object

THE COURT:

Mr .. Stokes, I think we have gone

now~

~cto

You are quest.ioning the officer on questions of J.:;--,,,

whereas the questions should be directed as to the facts and cire•,n-stances pertaining to the arrest~
As I have indicated, the question as to what constitutes
an arrest is not for the officer 1 s determination, but is strictly
based upon the facts that occurred, and the Court will determine
1-:rhether an arrest actually occurred from those facts.
was in his ,mind as to when the arrest occurred.,
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It is not ut'~'t

MR. STOKES:

I think I kt1ow what the Court means

with reference to certain acts at that point, regardless of what t11.c
officer calls it, would probably constitute an arrest ..
But I think it is important and bearing upon this
whole questioi;i as to what this officer actually did, and his reaso:1.s
for having done so certainly bear upon this whole question.,
THE COURT:

Well, you may proceed"

MR. STOKES:

Thank you, your Hi:mor.

Would the

reporter please read that question back, please?
MR •. PAYNE:

Pardon me, your Honor, if it is to

1 ~0

back to the .same question I would have to renew this same objecti:::.i:-

1 •

I have no problem in .my own mind of Mr .. Stokes goint: :Ln,

as he stated, as to what the officer actually did ..
But when it comes to questioning the officer on that
·which is a matter of law, and I think .the last question related tc ':,he
fact as to whether the officer knew of any law on the books perta.Ll 1.ng
to association, or something of that nature, I think is improper,
because first of all it has not been established that this officer
traini..11g and hackground in the law to be so qualified to giire such
an opinion in this way 1'
I think -it is purely a matter of law!!
Now, his actions arn1 conduct I ad.mi t are important,,

THE

COURT~

Let me say this to you, JVfr. Payne,

if this were a matter before the jury, tf counsel objected or

eVE..n -::

counsel would not object, in light of the fact that I have indicat,:d

;'-·

i-:i>

r -

in my previous decision on the question of the motion to s.uppress, that
I felt this to be

a most interesting and novel question pertaininL to

the circumstances in this case, and what occurred on the basis ot "-.Le
so-called tapping, stopping and. tapping, and I indicated to counsel tl'.'.at
I r-rould like to see the matter of the frisking by the police

off'_:::~:_->

be determined, so that police officers will know what they can d0 ''Ed
what they cannot doo

:l:1FL. PAYNE :

I take it then that the Court is

~~

mind to allow a wide latitude?
THE COLTRT :

Therefore I am perrnitttng wide

latitude in that direction so Counsel will feel and defendant wiD
feel that everything that they desire to present to the Court has
been presented"
l>'TIL PAYNE:

All right, your Honor.

THE COURT:

You may proceed"

MR. STOKES::

·would you repeat that last quest:: on

for us, please Yir" Reporter?
(Following question was read by the reporter:)
~Do

you know of any charge under Ohio law entitled

.Associationr?1t

1

THE CODRT:

You may answer that yes or no, Hr"

McFadden.,

A

As far as I know, I dontt know ..

THE COURT:

You never graduated from law school,

did you?
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THE
Q

WITNESS~

Detective McFadden, were all three of these .men taken to the policr_·

station?
A

Pardon?

Q

Were all three men taken to the police station?

A

They were.

Q

Nothing was found in the search of Katz, was there?

A

Thatrs right"

Q

But he was taken to the police station, wasnrt he?

A

That 1 s

Q

And as a result of this arrest which you made that day of Karl K!l.-'Jz,

right~

has he from that date until now ever been cha.rged with anything as a reE.:n1t
of that arrest?
A

He was,.

Q

What was he charged with?

A

Being a

Q

Is that a misdemeanor or felony?

A

Misdemeanor ..

Q

By the way, have you had occasion to ascertain whether or not this

suspicioi~s

person.

gun will shoot?
A

If I had the occasion to ask him where he got it?

Q

No, ascertain whether or not this gun will shoot?

A_

No.

Q

At what point in this whole thing did you take your gun out?

A

At what point was it?
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.;·-·

Yes, at what point during this arrest did you actually pull your ~,:_n .

Q

out?
A

I never had to pull it.,

Q

You never pulled yours·?

A

lfo.

Q

Detective McFadden, you held these three men in the store while y·•<•

waited for the wagon to come, didn 1 t you?

A

Did I what?

Q

You held these three men in the store there?

A

Thatts right 1 I held them at bay with one of their guns.,

Q

You were holding one o.f their guns on them?

MR. STOKES:

I have no further questions"

RE.-DIP..ECT EXP.J:ITNl1.TION OF DETECTDTE Ml-L."11.TIN McFADDEN
By Mr., Payne:
Q

Detective McFq.dden, you indicated that the person by the name of 1'::1tz

was charged with the offense of being a suspicious person, is that corrEcl;?
A

ThatJ s right.,

Q

Do you know whether John Terry or Richard Chilton were charged with

that offense prior to being charged with the offense of carrying a conc211ed
weapon?

A

MR. STOKES:

Objection.,

TF-<::E COURT:

Re may answer.,

THE COURT:

I will indicate the basis --

No~
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They were charged with -TRE COURT:

Just a minutea

Let me give the

basis for my ruling in light of the fact that the door was

ope~ed

by you on that partic'J.lar question.

A

They weren rt charged with being suspicious persons.

Just charged

with carrying concealed weapons, both ..

Q

Detective McFadden, directing your attention back to the time that

you wa1ked up to these men in front of Zucker 1 s, you indicated that when
you first walked up to them and you asked them their names, that you were
facing them allat that ti.me, i..s thfJ.t correct?

A

Thatts correct ...

Q

Then you turned John Terry around, having him face the othet two ;;:en,

is that correct?
A

Thatts

Q

Detective McFadden, can you tell us why you turned John Terry aroi

right~
di:

faci.11g the other two .men, with you behind him?

A

MR. STOKES:

Obj ectiono

TF...E COURT:

You may ans;,-,rer ..

Due t.o ·.my observation, the observation on Huron Road of these two ·i;en,

I felt as though they were going to pull a stick,.,up and they may have a .:'."'l"
Q

Now, after finding the gun on John Terry, and then orderir1g all

t~,1'ce

into the store, you testified that you then patted Richard Chilton dm-m ?
A

That 1 s

Q

Tell us why you patted Richard Chilton do1rm?

right~

l1R.. STOKES:

Objection.,

THE COURT:

He may answer"'

.A

For the same reason I patted Terry down."

Q

And that was

J,.

That was on account of the observation of both of them walking Uf' ::encl

down Huron Road and peering into windows, and I suspected they were wa l' -; ' ::::
for an opportunity to pull a st$ck-upo
}'ffi. STOKES:

I am going_ to object to that answer

as not being responsive, and ask that it be stricken ..
THE COURT:

an

Objection overruled.

You may have

exception~

At the close of the Statets case, defense counsel, }'ir,, Stokes,

re'·,~::-ed

all motions made by the defense in this case; whereupon, the Court over::''Jled
the motions in connection with the search and seizure and directed verd·;_ct
of acquittal, and exceptions saved.,,

Thereupon-, the defense also rested ; 'Jd

the defendar1t did not take the stand to testify,,

The Con.rt made the fo}Jmdng

ruling:
FRIEDMAN J,. ~

Gentlemen, in light of the fact

t,t ~,·\;

the testimony- as adduced in court relating to Robert Ghil ton we; s
stipulation agreed to between both counsel for the State and coc"·
for· the defendant, as being the testimony of John W. Terry, with tL~
exception of one item which counsel took exception to, the intro::Lction
of Staters Exhibit 3 which is the pistol, the charr,ber, and the
~

is that correct?
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bu~icts

MR.. PAYNE:

Tha't t:s correct, your Honor"

THE COURT:

Therefore, my decision will be

relating as to both defmdants, .making it such.,
The two defendants have been charged with violation
under Section:2923.,0l relating to concealed weapons ..

That section

provides and reads as follows, and I will read it verbatim, the
pertinent part thereof:
ttNo person shall carry a pistol or other dangerous
weapon concealed on or about his person., n:
And then it has a provision pertaining to exception8,
and the exceptions do not apply irr this particular case,,
The elements' required under this section of the s-c2-c,,. ':-c
1

for the State to prove its case beyond a reasonable doubt are to
1mowingly have concealed on or about his person a pistol; and the .,Tdme,,
Since the defendants had waived a jury and have

tri~:l

this matter before the Court, it is incu.11bent
.
upon me to eYaluate
the testimony and determL"le if the State has proved its case beyon':
a reasonable doubt whether the defendants have violated the law as
prescribed by

statute~

What is the testimony in this case?

Detective

IVfcFadc~•n,

a member of the Cleveland Police Department for 39 years, a detect'-''°'
for approximately 35 years, assigned to the downtov-m district for '' :1y
years, specialized in the field of observing shoplifters and
pockets, on or about the 31st day of October,

p~ck-

1963, while on Euclifi

Avenue observed suspicious conduct of the defendants Chilton and

~,·rry

II

and a fellow by the name of Karl Katz 2 in the areas of East 13th : ··'-'
Euclid and Huron, and also in the area of approximately E,, 12th Street
and Euclidi;i;
He testified that either the defendant Chilton or 7·=rc:y

would walk up to a jewelry shop or United Airlines store, look

ar2l~ad

it, come back, and consult with each other.
Then the other person would do the same..
for approximately five to sL'C times, as I recall the

This cont ir:11_9d

testimony~

After doing so for about ten to fifteen minutes the;;walked towards 11th or 12th S'treet and Euclid, .at the location of
Zucker 1 s Men's Shop, and met there with a fellow by the name of K;_>rl
Katz and conversed with that gentleman!!'
That was the time when Detective McFadden decided to
approach the defendants for the purpose of interrogation c;nd
what they were up to, and he identified himself when he

deterr-.~

approache,~

ne

-:-.h.em

as a police officero
That he made the defendant Terry turn around, pattec
him, discovered a gun in his pocket while patting him doi·m.,
That he ordered all three persons into Zuckerrs storE,
patted each one do'WJ.1, discovered a gun in the left-hand pocket of Y:.e
defendant Chilton, which gu..n was not observable, and removed the ;c_,(.f1ec
Ea,ch of the guns were leaded ..
He called the .wagon, took the.m to jail, and placed
on a charge of

~ :;sm

investigation~

The defendant Richard Chilton, which the Gour-:. h'3.s
is the testimony of defend8,nt Terry, also, in light, of
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tb~e

t~'

take,

stipnl,:·t ::_0110'

Richard Chilton is 27 years of age"

He has testifiec

that he is a printer by trade, was married, has been divorced, has
worked for the Grand Printing Company from l953 to l96l; that he ~·5 ves
with his mother, and that he is not presently employed.
been arrested

He has nr"rr-:·r

before~

That he got dmmtuwn early in the morning and. was loc·king
for a job.

He went to several restaurants and printing shops, but

was rather hazy about the places he went to 9

That he met Joh...'1 Terry at East 9th and Euclid; that iri
the alley between Prospect and Euclid Avenue separating the Halle 1 s
store, he found a bag containing two guns.
both pistols in

h~s

pocket.

He unwrapped the bag~ ;::nt

When he found his pocket too bulk',! he

gave one of the guns to the defendant Terry; that he was on hi.s w-.::-;y to

sell or paw-n. the gun when he was stopped..

This is the testimony r.:"

Chilton,,.
That the officer patted him dovm, and found a gun
his left coat

l.X·

'de

pocket~

The testimony in this case, as I have stated, is tl:.::+. at
the present time he is unemployed, that the last regular .job he had
was in 1962 in Chicago where he worked for six months, and he came to
Cleveland in August of 1962 to work temporarily as a car washer and
has no steady employment 4
As I said, . the testimony of Terry would have to be

-~!·c:

same as to the surrounding circumstances, save and except as to er;.ployment and as to the places where he

lives~

L"'l light of the facts before me, and in view of my
decision which was so strennuusly and eloquently argued by couns;;:,::.:_
for the defendants

I want to commend you, Hr. Stokes

MR" STOKES:

Thank you, your Honor.

THE C01JRT:

And I sincerely meant that your

argument which you presented to the Court was as eloquent an argPx1ent
that I have ever heard from a counsel representing an individual,

:;,•1d

I am quite sure that Chief Justice Potter Stewart of the Supreme C "trt,
if you would argue the same way he probably would commend you in +,'.1;;
same manner.,
MR. STOKES:

Thank you, your Honor.

THE COURT:

And that

MR. PAYNE:

Thank you, your Honor.

THE COURT:

Don 1 t take it so nonchalantly.

~oes

for you too Nr. Payee,,

I a:

sincere in saying it, both of you represented your respective side::.:

in a very fine

manner~

Considering the facts as stated, and in light of my
decision, I can see no other alternative save and except to find
of the defendants guilty of the crime as charged of carrying a
concealed

weapon~
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The above stipulated testimony constituted all of the evidence
offered on the Mot.ion to Suppress and trial, the defendant, Jorm Terry,
not having offered himself as a witness in said matterv

ACENOWIEDGEMEr.fT
Receipt of copy of the foregoing Stipulation of Fact and Evidence
is hereby acknowledged this

1i/C-. day

of March, 1965.

a~~

rz_,.

"7t-z

Prosecuting Attorney
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